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Timely & Actionable Forecasts

Elliott wave forecasts, distilled and

simplified. You get the best ideas from

the team of 20-plus market veterans

and social mood experts scouring the

markets (24 hours a day) for the most

promising opportunities and unique

insights – every day.

Elliott Wave Insider

Investors, Traders, and Observers of Market Behavior -- Benefit from The Elliott Wave Insider Today

Interested In Putting Elliott Wave Forecasts To Work For You?
Take a risk-free 14-day trial now to see today's pick »

Already a subscriber? Login Here

GET THE MOST EXCITING ELLIOTT WAVE INSIGHTS
AND TRADING IDEAS – EVERY DAY
The Elliott Wave Insider brings you a daily pick from the desks of

20+ market veterans and social mood experts at Elliott Wave

International. Today, it could be S&P futures. Tomorrow, the euro.

Or a lesson in Elliott wave analysis. You don't know what's next until

it posts -- but it's always relevant, useful and refreshingly

unconventional.

START YOUR FREE 14-DAY TRIAL TODAY!

Introducing

One-Of-A-Kind Angles

Every market tells a story. The Elliott

Wave Insider gives you more than just

up or down. You also get the all-

important WHY – an inside look at the

market's underlying mood, the trend

player's true best friend.

Hand-Picked Opportunities

Elliott waves help you see opportunities

other traders are simply not equipped

to recognize. The Elliott Wave Insider

brings you unique insights into more

than 45 of today's biggest markets

across the US, Europe, and Asia.

The Elliott Wave Insider makes it easy. Once a day, you get a sample pick from the desks of 20- plus market veterans and

social mood experts at Elliott Wave International. Today, it could be S&P futures. Tomorrow, crude oil. Then, the euro, or
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Subscribe today and start benefiting from:

Get Started Now! Call 888-489-4880
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Please correct the following errors:

Customer Support: 
If you have a question or would like more information about any of our products and services, you may email us at support@minyanville.com or call us at 212-991-9357.

We are available Monday – Friday, 9:00am to 6:00pm EST. Typically we respond to emails and calls the same business day.

What Customers Say...
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soybeans. Each daily pick also gives you a detailed Elliott wave explanation.

PLUS, you also get actual Elliott wave lessons -- simple and digestible, in both print and video -- that you could then use in

your own trading. The pick of the day is always a surprise -- and a guaranteed eye-opener.

"I manage a small global macro fund... I cannot stress more

how greatly valuable your work is to my day-to-day

management of positions, timing, and risk taking as a whole.

The ability to probabilistically forecast future prices based

on past price patterns using the Wave Principle amazes me a

little more every day."

--OTAVIO F.

"I find your analysis of the U.S. stock markets, bonds, the

dollar and precious metals to be of the highest caliber. You

have achieved a level of expertise that is unparalleled in the

industry and your analysis definitely needs to be an integral

part of any serious traders' decision-making process."

--C.B.

The pick of the day is always a surprise -- and a guaranteed eye-opener. Like this bullish call on crude oil the beta-version of

The Insider posted on February 26:

February 26, 2013

Based on the developing Elliott wave pattern, the editor of Elliott Wave

International’s Energy Specialty Service, Steve Craig, expected crude

oil to bottom out around $90 a barrel -- and then rally sharply.

March 4, 2013

Crude oil indeed found a bottom -- at $89.78, almost exactly on target,

and began to climb. On March 26, it hit a high of $96.45 -- a 7% gain.

Start Putting the Elliott Wave Insider to Work for You
Subscribe today and get your first 14 days free!

The Elliott Wave Principle is a detailed description of how financial markets behave. The description reveals that mass psychology swings from pessimism to optimism and back in a natural sequence,

creating specific Ell iott wave patterns in price movements. Each pattern has implications regarding the position of the market within its overall progression, past, present and future. The purpose of

Elliott Wave International’s market-oriented publications is to outline the progress of markets in terms of the Wave Principle and to educate interested parties in the successful application of the Wave

Principle. While a course of conduct regarding investments can be formulated from such application of the Wave Principle, at no time will Ell iott Wave International make specific recommendations for

any specific person, and at no time may a reader, caller or viewer be justified in inferring that any such advice is intended. Investing carries risk of losses, and trading futures or options is especially risky

because these instruments are highly leveraged, and traders can lose more than their initial margin funds. Information provided by Elliott Wave International is expressed in good faith, but it is not

guaranteed. The market service that never makes mistakes does not exist. Long-term success trading or investing in the markets demands recognition of the fact that error and uncertainty are part of any

effort to assess future probabilities. Please ask your broker or your advisor to explain all risks to you before making any trading and investing decisions.
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